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MyALARM2
GSM/GPRS Device with GPS Position ControlMy2G

APPLICATION CASES

TRACKER FUNCTION
A function can be set to track the GPS position at settable times 
(default: 2 minutes) via SMS or EMAIL. The “tracker” function can 
be set to automatically turn on in the event of alarm or on SMS 
command.

GPS COORDINATES
GPS coordinates can be logged just like any other variable, such as:
LAT: latitude
LON: longitude
V: speed (in Km/h)
ALT: metres above sea level.
GPS coordinates are provided in WGS84 standard in degrees to be 
directly compatible with Google Maps ™

COMMANDS / PROGRAMMING
• Configuration via PC software
• Remote Commands by phone ring, SMS
• SMS / Email / Phone ring Alarm notification
• Bi-directional SMS (Alarms & Commands)

Current position on SMS 
and direct display on Google 
Maps™
MyALARM2 GPS can send the 
current GPS position via an SMS 
linked to Google maps™.
This operation can be run on either 
action or SMS command.
Using a Smartphone with data 
connection, tap on the SMS link to 
display the current position map.

FLEET MANAGEMENT

SHIP TRACKING

LIGHT SENSITIVE GPS CONTROL

ORDER CODES
Version / Options Codes Description

GPS MY2G MYALARM2 GPS

SPST relay board
-0 No

-R Yes

Radio module
-0 No

-W Yes

Connection system
-C Terminal Blocks

-M Clamps

Case color

-B Blue

-G Grey

-S Special

IP66 case (option) -IP66
electrically isolated case, transparent 
front door opening

Accessories: (1) A-GSM (GSM dual band external antenna), (2) A-GSM-DIR-5M (GSM/UMTS Directive 
Antenna), (3) A-GSM-OMNIDIR (GSM-UMTS WiFi omnidirective antenna), (4) High performance 
Quadband GSM antenna, (5) GPS external antenna, (6) FD01 (Pulse counter photodetector), (7) MY2-
KITIP66 (IP66 ABS Kit for field applications), (8) WS-CONTACT (wireless anti-intrusion sensor), (9) 
WS-WATER (wireless anti-flood sensor)

MY2G (MyALARM2 GPS) is a GSM/GPRS telecontrol unit with 
tracking functions. MY2G allows the setting of virtual fence and 
speed alarms, as well as the activation of tracker “function”. 
MyALARM2 can transmit your GPS position to identify the 
localization of mobile vehicles such as cars and boats. MY2G can 
also send GPS coordinates on Google Maps™ mapping system 
via SMS or email. For indoor applications, or with low power, you 
can connect an external GPS antenna. In case of alarm MY2G can 
perform SMS, email, audio sending. The values of the GPS position 
can be logged in as the other variables.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

2.1 DIGITAL INPUTS 

Number of channels 4 

Input type Reed, contact, PNP, Pulsecap 

Maximum frequency 30 Hz 

Absorbed current  3 mA 

2.3 DIGITAL OUTPUTS 

Number of channels 2 (optional) 

Output type Clean contact relay 

Maximum voltage 240 V AC 

Maximum current 3 A on shared 

 

2.3 ANALOG INPUTS 

Number of channels 2 

Input type mA / Vdc, settable 

Voltage input 0..30V precision 0,1% FS 

Current input 0.0.20 mA precision 0,1% FS 

Resolution 16 bit 
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2.4 DISPLAY 

DISPLAY LCD 128 x 32 Dots 

39 mm x 8.6 mm viewing area 

2.5 STORAGE UNIT 

Micro SD microSD and microSDHC, max 32 GB 

2.6 POWER 

Voltage 5..15 Vdc @ 500 mA 

Absorption 3.5 W 

2.7 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS  

Temperature From -10 to +55 °C 

Humidity 30..90% to 40 °C non condensing 

Storage temperature From -20 to +85 °C  

Protection rating IP20 

2.8 REGULATIONS 

EN 301 511 Harmonized standard for mobile stations in the GSM900 and 1800 

bands. 

EN 301 489-1 ElectroMagnetic Compatibility standard for 

radio equipment and services. 

EN 301 489-7 Specific (EMC) conditions for mobile radio 

equipment 

(GSM 900 and 1800). 
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EN 60950 Safety of information Technology Equipment. 

2.9 CASE SPECIFICATIONS 

Dimensions and weight L: 80 mm; H: 108 mm; W: 32 mm, 150 g 

Material Polycarbonate/ABS 

 

For further information, see the installation manual available for free download at www.logicbus.com
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SIGNAL LEDS 

 

LED STATUS MEANING 

GSM (YELLOW) SLOW FLASHING MyALARM2 connected 

and registered in the 

GSM/GPRS network 

FAST FLASHING MyALARM2 NOT 

connected to the GSM 

network 

POWER (GREEN) ON MyALARM2 Power ON  

Log in STOP status 

SLOW FLASHING MyALARM2 data-logging 

Log in START status 

QUICK FLASHING MyALARM2 Access to 

microSD 

. 
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BASIC NOTIONS 

MYALARM2 is equipped with 4 counters and 4 totalizers. Up to a maximum of 30 Hz signals can be 

acquired, 4 digital inputs, 2 analog inputs and 2 relay digital outputs. 

MYALARM2 I/O can be logged and the log sent as a file in csv format (comma separated values) via 

ftp or email.  The last row of the log file can also be sent via SMS. 

Counter and totalizer overflow is 999,999,999. An additional input status change switches the 

value to 0. 

MyALARM2 can also log on its internal flash memory.  The dimensions of this memory lets you 

save up to 11774 acquisitions (for example, setting acquisition every 10 minutes, the flash 

memory can hold  117740 minutes thus about 82 days). When available space is full MYALARM2 

overwrites the oldest rows. Log files can be saved on a microSD in alternative. Dozens of years can 

be continuously saved on a 32GB microSD.   

Regardless of the acquisition time, analogs can be sampled every 50 ms. If the log acquisition time 

is set to 10 minutes, for example, the following is acquired for each analog:  

the sampled value at the end of the tenth minute 

the average value in the 10 minutes 

the maximum value in the 10 minutes 

the minimum value in the 10 minutes 

4 different alarm thresholds are available for each of the two analog inputs.  An SMS can be sent 

with a settable text when this alarm trips. 

Counter/totalizer inputs and analog inputs can be tiered.  The tiered values will always be used in 

logs and SMS. 

Other types of alarms concern counters, totalizers, digital input increases, power outage, plumbing 

leaks and the hour meter. 

The alarm is made up of a settable text (max 100 characters) and can be sent via SMS or email. 

MyALARM2 can also place an audio call (with settable audio via installation software). 

Up to 2 different actions can be set and run as a consequence to an alarm. 

10 minute/hour or calendar timers are available to run cyclic or acyclic actions. 

MyAlarm2 recognises and runs a series of commands also via SMS.  A set of "FAST" commands can 

also be set.  These commands can be linked to the text in SMS 0, 1 up to 15. 
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Fast commands can also be run via audio call by sending phone keypad tones. 

MyALARM2 can save log files via FTP or email and on microSD or microSDHC (max 32 GB). 

All configurations are possible via Easy Setup/Easy MyALARM2 software, available for free 

download at www.logicbus.com in the download or MyALARM2 section. 

MyALARM2 includes an address book used to send alarms or logs (max 20 SMS contacts and max 

20 email contacts). 

To run commands on ring (at zero cost) MyALARM2 can manage up to 250 telephone numbers. 

MyALARM2 can operate as a datalogger even without a SIM card, saving logs on microSD and 

leaving the GSM modem off. 

MyALARM2 can calculate sunrise and sunset times.  These can be used to generate actions. 

Audio calls can be customised in the MyALARM2 Security Audio model for alarms and run 

commands by sending tones from a telephone keypad. 

Audio calls can be customised in the MyALARM2 GPS model for alarms and manage a series of 

alarms tied to the GPS location. 

Some typical applications such as boiler control for heating, automatic gate control, etc. are also 

managed. 
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